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INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

CHINA LOCK-DOWN 
THREATENS POULTRY 

INDUSTRY 

The shutdowns in several provinces have hit supply chains, 

with transport restrictions preventing much needed animal 

feed such as soybean meal from getting delivered to poultry 
farms, according to analysts and Chinese state media. Already, 
farmers in Hubei — the epicentre of the virus outbreak — are 
in a “very distressed” situation, wrote Hubei’s poultry 

association in a letter to the national-level China Animal 
Agriculture Association last week. This comes on the back of 
China’s African swine fever crisis, which has basically ravaged 
its hog population and sent pork prices rocketing in the past 

year. 

Following its pork crisis, China’s poultry farmers are now in 
dire straits because of the coronavirus outbreak. Millions of 
chickens may soon perish in coming days as much-needed 

feed is not getting to them in time. The shutdowns in China’s 
provinces have hit supply chains, with transport restrictions 
preventing much needed animal feed such as soybean meal 
from getting delivered to poultry farms, according to analysts 

and Chinese state media. As the outbreak spread, Chinese 
authorities have shut roads and highways, and even halted 
long-distance buses. This is going to create massive problems 
in the livestock sector. Even if a local plant has resumed 

operations, it will still be longer than normal for delivery due to 
logistics problems. The supply of soybean meal is short to 
begin with, said financial services company INTL FCStone in a 
note on Monday, adding that the extension of business 

shutdowns will exacerbate the shortage. 

“This is going to create massive problems in the livestock 
sector. Even if a local plant has resumed operations, it will still 
be longer than normal for delivery due to logistics problems 

(lack of labor, road closures, road checks),” wrote Darin 
Friedrichs, senior Asia commodity analyst at company INTL 
FCStone. “I think in many regions the transport issue (is 
impacting) the chicken production. It is expected that not only 

Q1 production but Q2 would be impacted,” Chenjun Pan, 
senior analyst at Rabobank, told CNBC. Already, farmers in 
Hubei — the epicentre of the virus outbreak — are in a “very 
distressed” situation, Hubei’s poultry association wrote in a 

letter to the national-level China Animal Agriculture 
Association last week. The letter said transportation is  

 

 

 

 

 

Basically paralyzed, and most large-scale farms will face severe shortage of 

feed soon, this will hit operations. The China Animal Agriculture 
Association asked feed producers to send 18,000 tons of corn and 12,000 
tons of soybean meal to Hubei. According to China’s state-owned Global 
Times, there are around 348 million chickens in Hubei, which is the sixth 

largest poultry producing province in China. Hubei, also a key egg 
producer, slaughters about 500 million birds each year. Poultry businesses 
in Hubei are “in dire need” of feed, said Global Times in a piece over the 
weekend, adding that existing stocks would only last between three to five 

days. It cited farmers who said millions of chickens will soon die without 
new supplies. 

Some farmers have been reducing daily feeds in order to make supplies last 
longer, the report said. Wuhan is the capital of Hubei, and is believed to be 

where the coronavirus originated — at a seafood market. The first case 
reported to the World Health Organization was in the city in late December. 
Since then, it has killed hundreds in China and infected over 20,000 
countrywide. The crisis is squeezing farmers as Beijing orders the industry 

to step up production to keep food supply going and prices stable. It’s also 
coming on the back of China’s African swine fever (ASF) crisis, which has 
basically ravaged its hog population and sent pork prices rocketing in the 
past year. “Consider that many farmers faced losses due to ASF. Some then 

switched to raising poultry, which then had bad returns. Now some of them 
are potentially facing flock or herd losses due to lack of feed. This is 
obviously negative for feed demand,” Fredric’s wrote. Diners in China 
turned to other meat alternatives when the swine fever hit pork supply. 

That included chicken, beef and fish. The outlook for China’s poultry might 
be further affected, considering that authorities reported on Saturday an 
outbreak of H5N1 bird flu in Hunan, according to Reuters. Over 17,000 

poultry had to be culled following the outbreak, the news service reported. 
Reuters reported that China produced 22 million tonnes of poultry meat in 
2019, up 12% year-on-year, amid the pork shortage. Source 

LOCAL NEWS 

URGENT: POULTRY VALUE CHAIN 
FUNDING AVAILABLE 

The PAZ Secretariat has received a request to identify players within the 

poultry value chain who will be eligible for funding. The following are the 
things that will be considered: The firm should be 
·       Fully operational and formally registered with PACRA     
·       have recorded annual sales revenue between USD15, 000 – 500,000      

·       have a viable product that is ready to sell or has opportunity for up-
scaling of supply 
·       have a value-adding product that is innovative and/or transformative        
·       are aggregating commodities and do wholesale supply of agro products 

·       are providing services to agro-processors (logistics, packaging, 
manufacturing equipment) 
If your company fall under that category, please send your letter of 
intention to the PAZ Secretariat on the following email address  

(pazmanager@gmail.com). Please note that the focus of this fund is on 
those firms in poultry value addition. The deadline for receiving this 
information is next week Wednesday, the 12th February 2020. Your firm 

must be a registered and an active member of the Poultry Association of 
Zambia 

 
LOCAL CURRENCY MARKETS 
 In Wednesday’s trading session, the kwacha was on the back foot to the 

dollar on demand and supply mismatch. The USD/ZMW currency pair 
opened trading at K14.600/14.6500 per dollar and swiftly fell to end the 
day at K14.7000/14.7500 per dollar, 10 ngwee depreciation for the session.  
We anticipate the Kwacha to trade within the familiar territory in the 

absence of significant economic fundamentals, with spurts of demand and 
supply mis-match providing some mild volatility.   
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Market liquidity levels decreased as demonstrated from the 
decline in the Banks’ Aggregate Current Account Balance 

from K1, 249.92 million to K1, 127.24 million. 
Consequently, the volume of funds traded on the inter-bank 
increased from K367 million to K378.50 million. The 

weighted overnight lending rate remained level at 12.51 

percent. Source Zanaco Treasury News 

 
Source: Bank of Zambia Daily Rates 
 

DAY OLD CHICK PRICE REMAINS STABLE AS 

PROMOTION CONTINUES 

The prices of day old chicks remained stable during 

the first week of February 2020. The prices still 

averages ZMK 5.90 per day old chick same price as 

obtained the past one month plus.  The lowest chick 

on the market is still trading at ZMK5.5 and the 

highest is now ZMK6.00 per day old chicks, 

depending on location. The price reduction is due to 

promotions being undertaken by the hatcheries. 

There were no movements equally on the prices of 

pullets on the market which are also averaging 

ZMK10.25 per day old, with the highest being 

ZMK11.00 and the lowest is still selling at ZMK9.5 

per day old chick. The graph captures the national 

average price trend for the day old broiler chicks. For 

the pullets, most of the bookings are open between 

February and March 2020 depending on the volumes 

and source 

Sourc

e: Poultry Association of Zambia 

LIVE CHICKEN PRICES REMAINS 

UNCHANGED  

The national average prices for the live chickens 

remained unchanged in the open markets for the first 

week of February 2020. There were equally no movements 

on prices for the x-layers as well as the free range.  

The national live broiler bird prices averaged ZMK46 same as the price 

obtained last week. The x-layers have also averaged ZMK 35.53 which 

is the same as the price obtained last week.  

 
Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 
 

WHOLE DRESSED CHICKEN PRICES REMAINS UNCHANGED 

The prices for the frozen chicken remained unchanged for the first week of 

February 2020. The average price for the whole frozen chicken in Lusaka 

traded at about ZMK 27.39per kg for the past one week. The lowest price in 

some chainstores is still trading at ZMK24.99 per kg while the highest is 

trading at ZMK31per kg. The chicken sizes are ranging between 1.3kg to 

1.7kg in different stores. 

 

Please note that the prices are obtained from Pick n Pay, Shoprite, Zambeef, 

Melisa Supermarket, Chopies and Cheers Stores. Different outlets have 

different pricing models hence the figures displayed is an average price for all 

the sampled chainstores. It should also be noted that these are Lusaka prices 

only. 

 
Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 

 

AVERAGE PRICES FOR THE POINT OF LAY REMAINS 

STABLE 

The prices for the Point of Lay remained unchanged during the first 

week of February 2020. The average price is still ranging between 

ZMK85 to ZMK100 per bird depending on the supplier. It should be 

noted that the prices are leaning towards ZMK100 as the production 

costs increases due to a number of factors. Amongst the leading 

factors include the price of power, high prices of feed, transport 

among others. For the beginners who are interested in getting battery 

cages, cage price ranges between ZMK4, 100 to ZMK8000 depending 

on the capacity and also the sources of the cages. Much of the stock 

for pullets will be available between March and April 2020 from 

major suppliers. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL EGG PRICES MAINTAINS 

STABILITY 

The egg prices in the domestic market maintained price 

stability in the first week of February 2020. The retail prices in 

open markets ranges between ZMK28 to ZMK29. There has not 

been any noticeable change on the prices of pullet eggs and still 

trading between ZMK23 and ZMK24 per tray. Most farm gate 

prices average ZMK 27 per tray. Further, retail prices in some 

Chainstores have also remained unchanged, averaging between 

ZMK32 to ZMK35 per tray of 30 eggs depending on the 

supplier and packaging. The increase in the prices of feed is 

having a greater impact on the profit margins for the farmers as 

the traders tend to take up much of the profits from the 

commodity 

 
Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 

 

FEED PRICES REMAINS UNCHANGED 

The national average prices for both the broiler and 

layer feeds remained unchanged during the course of 
week. Broiler starter still traded at ZMK 333.85 per 50kg 
bag the same price obtained last week. In some districts 
like kasama, nakonde,Mwinilunga , a bag of starter is 
now costing ZMK345. Broiler Grower Averages 
ZMK316.94 per 50 kg bag same price as last week. 
Broiler finisher also averages ZMK309.13 which is the 
same price as obtained last week.  
 
In the same vein, there were no price movements on the 
layer feed. The prices ranges from ZMK277.6 for starter, 
ZMk242.44 for  pullet grower, ZMk 243.13 for pullet 
developer and ZMK 245.53 for layers mash.  
For those compunding their ownfeed, ingredients prices 
have been stable  as outlined in the graphs below:  

 

 

 

 

 



 
Source: Poultry Association of Zambia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Note: All prices in this update are retail prices- for all your poultry information please visit the websit:www.paoz.org 

Disclaimer: No one is allowed to copy or reproduce this information in any form without express permission from PAZ 

 

SPONSORS OF POULTRY NEWS 
This poultry news has been sponsored by ZAMHATCH, TIGER CHICKS, NATIONAL MILLING  FARM SELECT 

PULLET REARERS., HYBRID POULTRY FARM ZAMBIA LIMITED,EGG TECH INCUBATORS, BUPO ANIMAL 

HEALTH AND BIMEDA 

WOULD LIKE TO PARTNER? 

The requirement for this sponsorship is ZMK 12,000 per year. The sponsor will have a free space to advertise on 

this poultry news every week for 52 weeks in a year. Advertising space is also available on our website. For terms 

and conditions please contact the Secretariat on 0211 256354.  PLEASE NOTE ALSO THAT WE CAN RUN ANY 

ADVERT BASED ON YOUR SPECIFICATION AND TIMING. 

POULTRY ASSOCIATION OF ZAMBIA MEMBERSHIP 
Are you an active poultry farmer and a registered member of the Poultry Association of Zambia? If not please 

visit PAZ Secretariat in the showgrounds, ZNFU Stand just by the roundabout. Registration is free and make sure 
you obtain a membership card, and ensure that you come with a receipt of day old chick’s purchase to be 
registered. So the only requirement is a receipt showing you purchased day old chicks from PAZ affiliated 

Hatchery 
 
 

 

 

ADVERTISING SPACE 
 

 

 

Payless For the Chick That Pays You More 

Hatchery: 0964533426 

Marketing 

Head Office - 0971252593 

Lusaka - 0960283016 

Copperbelt – 0960282982 

 

 

 

UP-COMING EVENTS 
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